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Eagle.io
Product Overview
Eagle.io is a scalable cloud hosted solution that eliminates IT
costs and complexity within your field. This innovative cloudbased product allows you to configure and manage your data
network from anywhere. Empower field teams with instant
answers and supercharge the way you secure and share your
data with others. Take control of who can access, configure and
administer your network or subscribe to notifications when
things change. With Eagle.io, you can transform your time-series
data into beautifully presented, actionable information.

Features
 Asset management
 Subscribe to alarms with a single click and alert teams of
critical events
 Create a custom dashboard in seconds and choose only the
data points you want to see and utilize your data for easy
team collaboration
 Live image updates
 GPS tracking
 Support for industry standard data loggers
 Powerful charting and tabular display
 Import/export data with ease and integrate with existing
software systems using the powerful HTTP API
 Drag and drop straight onto the map and watch values
update in real-time
 Schedule downloads and processing while working with
industry standard data loggers

Application Examples
 Acquire data in real-time from any data logger or text file,
receive alerts for critical events, and share access with
recipients

Benefits
 Communicate with your fleet of devices directly or use
Eagle.io’s configurable parser to acquire any form of text
data via HTTP/FTP/Email or Dropbox
 Subscribed users receive instant notifications via SMS or
email as alarm states are detected
 Cloud-based platform that negates the need for software
installation and licenses to manage

 End-to-end data management for integrators

 Easy access, anywhere; on any device

 Manage a portfolio of clients from one interface using your
brand

 Share secured data from anywhere, with the right people

 Network-wide device management

 Create a unique presence for your company with Eagle.io’s
customization and branding features
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